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Welcome to YOJU Online Casino 2024

New online casino 2024 YOJU is a brand that aims to change online gambling. So far, all online casinos have offered games, a playground and bonuses. And that's about it. And this platform aims to gamify the environment around gaming by offering exciting quests and unusual ways to get promo codes.

Also, the YOJU Casino website maintains a policy of absolute transparency. For example, you access Terms & Conditions, Responsible Gaming rules and other essential documents from the main menu. You don't have to scroll through pages and search for links for a long time. Everything is right at your fingertips!

This brand is run by Dama N.V., which runs dozens of different brands such as BitStarz, Bitkingz, Winz.io. The company used to be called Direx N.V. The operator operates under Curaçao license number 8048/JAZ2020-013 and is registered at Scharlooweg 39, Willemstad, Curaçao.

The operator's mission is to provide players with modern, fast-operating gambling platforms with high security and pleasing design. All sites have a comfortable, intuitive interface and a personal brand. YOJU Casino has its own "personality," too.

It is a trusted casino, which tells about the adventures of funny monsters YOJU Casino. Each character has a different personality and is engaged in a separate area. Someone is responsible for customer support, someone — for working with finances, bonus policy, etc. Their task is to make gambling transparent, honest and straightforward in all aspects.

Online Casino Policy

Online casino YOJU Casino works for all residents of countries where gambling is allowed. A visitor to the platform must be 18 years of age or older. Minors cannot visit the gambling platform.

The brand supports the KYC policy aimed at combating terrorism and money laundering. Verifying the identity of users is a rule to ensure the safety of players and society at large.

YOJU Casino provides all the tools to its customers so that they can control their leisure time. Visitors can set limits on deposits, losses, and bets. Also at their service are temporary and permanent blocking services from 1 week to a year or more. Responsible gambling rules also give access to therapy services Gamblers Anonymous and Gamecare.

The brand reliably protects the personal and financial information of customers without giving it out to third parties. Accounts can only be accessed through a unique ID and password. Customers can set up two-factor authentication to improve their protection. All data is encrypted using SSL technology, which significantly reduces the risk of cyber-attacks and theft.

A Wide Variety of Online Casino Games

YOJU Casino, like all Dama N.V. casinos, offers a vast number of high-quality games. When you go to the main page, you will see a menu column on the left, and in it, the first word is "Games". Clicking on it, you will see the main categories:

	New
	Popular
	Pokies
	Jackpots
	Blackjack
	Roulette
	Live
	Bingo
	Card


If you pay attention to the page, you'll see the providers' names whose game products are presented in the lobby. Click on the logo to select games by the corresponding provider. YOJU Casino offers games from 40+ manufacturers from around the world.

Scroll down the page below, and you'll see banners of the most popular games in their category. For example, the most popular titles in the "New" category include Wombaroo pokies, Lucky Scarabs, Cold Diggers, etc. These titles change as new additions are made to the library. Hover your cursor over the banner, and you will see two buttons: Play and Demo. Click on the first to play for real money, and on the second, try the free version.

Almost all games are available in the free version. The demo is a complete counterpart to the paid version. The only exception is that you play with virtual currency. You do not need to deposit funds! You free to learn all the features of the game, its bonus rounds, payout periodicity and other essential things.

Online pokies

The main games in online casinos are pokies. Pokies are presented in several categories of the menu:

	Pokies — all the pokies that are on the site
	New — category is updated with new releases
	Popular — games tested by time
	Jackpots — pokies with big prizes


YOJU Casino offers games from NetEnt, Habanero, Igrosoft, Pragmatic Play, Yggdrasil, etc. You will indeed find pokies to your liking!

Jackpot Games

Jackpot Games certainly offer big prizes. You can sort the titles in this section by manufacturer, by name, or scroll through the page and see the pokies' covers. You can see markings on some of them. "New" — a release that has recently arrived on the site. "Buy bonus" — An option that allows you to buy access to a prize feature for a higher bet.

Blackjack

In the Blackjack section, you will find dozens of games from manufacturers such as Bsg, Habanero, Platipus, Bgaming, Netent, Ezugi and many others. All games except for the live versions are available in the demo. You can test all blackjack varieties for free, learn their features and choose the most winning option. And then you can move on to playing for real money.

Roulette

Roulette is rightfully called the queen of casinos. The game has a century-old history and is available at YOJU Casino in dozens of versions. You can choose variants from Ezugi, Vivogaming, Evoplay, Evolution, etc. Try them out in a demo version before moving on to play for real money.

Card Games

The Card Games section of the website offers the full range of games popular in casinos worldwide. Blackjack, Baccarat, Dragon Tiger, Hi-Lo, Andar Bahar and more are available in dozens of versions.

There are releases from Netent, Ezugi, Vivogaming, Bgaming and other manufacturers.

All games are of high quality. Recommend to try all the demo version to choose the most suitable to play for real money.

Promotions and Offers

The online casino offers its guests a vast range of different bonuses. Click on the "Promotions" menu to open the list and see all the offers.

A generous welcome bonus will appeal to newcomers. It consists of 3 steps:

	100% bonus up to 250 EUR/AUD/CAD/NZD and 75 Free Spins on your 1st deposit.
	75% bonus up to 750 EUR/AUD/CAD/NZD and 50 Free Spins on your 2nd deposit.
	50% bonus up to 1000 EUR/AUD/CAD/NZD and 100 Free Spins on your 3rd deposit.


The minimum deposit to get the bonus is 20 EUR/AUD/CAD/NZD.

Customer Support

YOJU Casino has 24-hour customer support all the time. The staff responds to questions competently and quickly. You can find most of the answers to frequent problems in the FAQ section. Find in the Info column of the menu and click on it — a list of important information will open, including the FAQ.

Here you will learn:

	Where to start — how to sign up, what age players are allowed
	Work with the account — how to change the data in a profile, whether it is necessary to be verified
	Bonuses — what bonuses are and how to get them
	Deposits and withdrawals — how to make a deposit and withdraw money
	Casino — how to check the fairness of the games
	Technical issues — what to do if a bet is cancelled or login does not work
	Security — is customer data protected?
	Responsible gaming — what are the limits and how to activate them


If you do not find an answer to your question, contact support at any time:

	Through the Contact menu — here is the feedback form
	Through Online Chat — click on the little red circle in the lower right corner
	Email support@yoju.casino


Payment Methods

You can use dozens of convenient payment systems. Deposits, in most cases, are transferred instantly. The withdrawal time depends on the chosen method.

In the menu "Payments" you will see the table with the following information:

	The name of the payment method
	Its type
	Commission (usually zero)
	Processing time (usually instant)
	Transaction limits (depends on the system)


Look through this table and choose the best method for you. Remember that the maximum bet in table games is 100 EUR or equivalent. For slot machines, the maximum bet is 20 EUR or equivalent.

The minimum withdrawal is also 20 EUR. The maximum depends on the payment system — check with the table before you make a transaction.

Customer may use:

	Bank cards and transfers
	Online systems
	Prepaid cards
	Vouchers
	Mobile payments
	Cryptocurrencies (via Coinspaid)


Remember the main rule — money is deposited and withdrawn through the same system. You can't deposit via bank card and take money via cryptocurrency. Only one method for transactions is allowed.

FAQ 

All answers to your questions can be found on the FAQ page. We recommend that you refer to it before you write to technical support. You will probably find your answer here.

Can I register for free?

Yes, registering at YOJU online casino is free. You click on the button "Register" and open the questionnaire, where you fill in the necessary information. There is no need to pay for anything. You can set up a profile and try all the games in the demo version. The main thing is to fill in the fields in your profile to pass the verification safely.

Can I register multiple accounts?

No, you can not register multiple accounts. It is considered a violation of the casino rules. Penalties vary at the discretion of the administration. They may be a ban of access, freezing of funds or deletion of all additional accounts. You may only play from one profile.

Can I play if I live in a Restricted Country?

If you live in a country where gambling is prohibited, likely, you will not have access to the actual game. You can play the free version with virtual currency, but deposits and real bets are not allowed. To check if you have access, read Terms & Conditions, where countries are blacklisted in detail.

Are there any bonuses or free games at YOJU Casino?

You can get a welcome bonus, gifts for repeat deposits and prizes for participating in promotions. Keep an eye on the promos page for updates. You could get a massive amount of free spins!

How do I make a deposit?

Go to the cabinet you got when you registered, and find the "Deposits" section. You'll see a list of available payment systems. Click on the one you want and follow the instructions.

How do I get paid?

Go to your cabinet, see the "Payments" section. Select the desired method and follow the on-screen instructions. Be sure to visit the "Payments" page on the website and check the limits and the withdrawal deadline.
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